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By their very nature,
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We have developed a mindset
of fighting over table scraps from
the FINA table and being quite
happy when one falls our way. We
have not stopped to realize that
the banquet is being stocked by
our labors and the fruits of those
labors. This is the great irony. If
we leave the FINA table, those at
the table starve and we – coaches
and athletes – will keep the fruits of
our labors.
When dealing with an old,
large bureaucracy, it is easier to
blow it up and start over, than it
is to significantly change it. We
are inspired every day by seeing
that happen in North Africa. Those
citizens finally got tired of hoping
for table scraps and decided to turn
over the tables and Change their
World. Many hundreds of them have
given their lives. Can we sacrifice

a swim meet? Is our legacy going to
be merely titles won, or will it be
changing the competitive landscape
for generations of coaches and
athletes to come?
Many of you will reasonably ask,
“Can’t we do both?” Can’t we work
for incremental change within FINA,
while working outside to start a new
organization? Can’t we preserve
our options? What if FINA changes?
What do we tell our athletes
when they bring the same questions
to us? Can they preserve the
security of their social lives while
risking everything to be the best
they can be? Can they commit half
way?
We can hope FINA changes,
knowing it can just as quickly
change back. We can hope that the
people of good will inside FINA can

affect some changes that will last
until changed back by those without
that good will. However hoping is
all we should do. We should not
expend emotion, intellect, effort,
or commitment to improve FINA.
All of our emotion, intellect, effort
and commitment should put to
blowing it up and starting over.
We must have a World
Swimming Association Championship
in place by 2014, so that our
federations and athletes can sit
out the FINA Championships in the
next quadrennium. We must stop
putting our food on their table,
then begging them for scraps. Our
labors put food on that table. It is
time that we Change the World and
set our own table. 

Miami Hurricane Football Coach from my book The Agony of Winning
B y C o ac h M e gan P itt m an , F r o m C o ac h J o h n W o o d e n
I’ve been reading a recently released book
by Kevin Touhey – The Agony of Winning – and
came across this passage that seemed particularly
appropriate to what we promote here at ASCA –
coaching as a profession; indeed, coaching as a
socially-conscious profession.
“UCLA Basketball Coach John Wooden defined
success as “the peace of mind which is a direct
result of self-satisfaction in knowing you did your
best to become the best that you are capable
of becoming.” It seems that at the youth level,
both coaches and parents have progressively lost
sight of the influence that sports, particularly
youth sports, can have on character development
and life skills. Instead, there has been a gradual
shift among parents and youth coaches in the
last twenty years from process-oriented to
merely product (outcome) driven. Coach Wooden

espoused that developing successful teams and
players must instill core values comparable
to cooperation, enthusiasm, team spirit and
friendship. Values reminiscent of those presented
by Coach Wooden’s celebrated Pyramid of Success
are noticeably absent from many youth leagues
across America. As coaches, we must strive daily
to ensure the values that served as the foundation
of the most successful coach of the 20th Century,
continue to be woven into the, dugouts, courts,
rinks and fields of our nation’s most precious
resource – our children.”
We must continue the quest for making sports
the experience of a lifetime for our athletes…and
as such, making our athletes champions for life.
Okay, I’ll get off my soapbox now. I just
thought it was profound and wanted to share…
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Quotes that parents need to remember
after reading Newsletters for swim
team bulletin board and companion
F r o m C o ac h S a m B r o o k s
1. In reference to Success in Athletics, page 10 and A New Generation of Second Best Swimmers, page 11. Quote:
Most people would succeed in small things if they were not troubled with great ambitions. (Longfellow)
2. In reference to Swimming is an Investment, page 9. Quote: There is nothing so powerful as truth and often
nothing so strange. (Webster)
3. In reference to Adjusting to Different Stroke Techniques, page 55. Thought: Perfection is attained by slow degrees
(Voltaire)
4. In reference to The Positive Attitude, page 111. Thought: The most manifest sign of wisdom is continued
cheerfulness. (Montaigue)
5. In reference to Guidelines for Parents Who Want to Coach, page 102. Thought: We can only be ourselves. (Truman)
6. In reference to Success in Athletics, page 10. Statement: People do not lack strength, they lack will. (Hugo)
7. In reference to The Coach Seems Harsh, page 52. Statement: Every man is a volume if you know how to read him.
(Channing)
8. In reference to On Praising Your Children, page 110. Statement: Miracles are every day things. (Kuhlman)
9. In reference to Why Some Programs Fail to Keep a Good Coach, page 81. Thought: Strengthen me by sympathizing
with my strength, not my weakness. (Alcott)
10. In reference to The Nature of a Judgment Call, page 80. Statement: Two things are bad for the heart; running up
stairs and running down people. (Barveh)
11. In reference to Helping Billy Set Goals, age 88. Statement: There are greater things to be done in the future
than in the past. (Booth)
12. In reference to Summer’s End Break, page 50. Thought: Smile, just once and mean it. (Suzan)
13. In reference to Swimming Tired, page 54. Thought: There are others out there like me that keeps me going.
(Mansfield)
14. In reference to Age Group Swimmers and Taper, page 56. Statement: One thorn of experience is worth a whole
wilderness of warning. (Lowell)
15. In reference to The Career Club Coach, page 74. Statement: The future is purchase by the present.
(Samuel Johnson)
16. In reference to Goals and Values, page 104. Statement: Do not squander time, for that is the stuff life is
made of. (Franklin)
17. In reference to How Can You Help Your Swim Team, page 32. Statement: People are caring more. (Lulu)
18. In reference to On Praising Your Children, page 110. Statement: Smile just once and mean it. (Suzan)
19. In reference to On Making Choices, page 106. Statement: As we are now living in an eternity, the time to be
happy is today. (Kleisen)
20. In reference to Turning Obstacles Into Opportunities – Coping with Adversity is the Key, page 115. Statement: Be
still a minute every day, or better still, an hour and you will know no adversity. (Churchill) 
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Turnmaster Pro:
Optimize Pool Space
for Turn Training,
Practices, and Lessons
Focus on Turns:
Divides one lane into two adding
more walls to practice on

Vinyl Ester Chlorine
Resistant Fiberglass:
Aerospace material is built to
withstand race speed turns and
is resistant to chlorine damage

Simple 2-Person Installation:
Easy to install in minutes
For more information call
888.333.4647

Dryland Training:
Training for Power
B y G rif F ig , B S E , C S C S
There are many components
to a dryland program and training
for power is certainly one of the
most important. This article will
focus on why power development
is so important in swimming and
the exercises that are used to train
them at IHPSWIM. When examining
a swim race, many different
instances exist in which a swimmer
would benefit from having more
power. It is clear that the start,
turn, pull and kick of the stroke can
benefit from an increase in power
output which will ultimately have
a positive effect on the outcome of
the race.
When designing a dryland
program, exercises should be
selected that are consistent with
movements that are involved
in swimming. For example, the
biomechanics of the start and turn
are very similar to the Romanian
Dead Lift (RDL) and the Squat
which incorporates the use of the
same muscle groups (hamstrings,
gluts, and quadriceps). Increasing
power in the lower body and
upper body pulling muscles (lats,
posterior deltoids) would provide
a huge benefit in swimming since
they are the muscle groups that
are dominant in the sport. The
bottom line is, if there is an
increase in distance of the blocks,
off the walls, and more power
output per stroke and kick then
swim performance will improve.
Incorporating the right power
exercises in a dryland program
is extremely important and will

definitely improve performance in
the pool.
Before we go any further lets
define exactly what power is. Power
is defined as:
Power = Force x velocity
or
Power = Work/time
Simply put, power is a perfect
blend of speed and strength or work
in a given time period. Either one of
these mathematical expressions can
be directly applied to any race.
If two people have the same
amount of strength and one can
apply their strength faster than
the other, which is better off? Of
course the individual who can apply
their strength faster has a clear cut
advantage; the individual would
have greater power output. Let’s
examine the different ways to train
for explosive power and how it can
help improve different components
of a race.
Swimmers need to take
advantage of every start and
turn during a race, which are
the only two portions of the race
in which a swimmer is able to
produce force off of a solid base
(the starting block and the wall)
and take advantage of ground
reaction forces. Having a start
and turn that is superior to the
competition provides a distinct
advantage, particularly for
sprinters. Performing explosive
exercises with the lower body
which include muscles such as the
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gluts, hamstrings, hip flexors, and
quadriceps will increase the amount
of power one is able to generate
off the start and turn, as well as
increasing total kicking power.
We have a variety of methods
to train the legs for power. One
example is the Box Jump. This is a
great exercise for enhancing power
in the legs. You may progress your
athletes through this exercise by
increasing the size of the box and
for swimmers that are advanced in
this exercise you may start adding
resistance to the jumps through
the use of dumbbells or a weighted
vest. If a box is not available, you
can simply perform a jump squats
with the goal of getting as much
vertical distance as possible per
jump. It is also a great idea to
perform long jumps, which works
on improving horizontal distance
since both vertical and horizontal
distances are needed on the start.
The pulling muscles (lats,
posterior deltoids, etc.) are used
during upper body propulsion in
swimming. The breaststroke pullout
provides a good example of how
training power and improving power
in the pulling muscles of the upper
body can translate to an improved
performance. This is one of the
most explosive pulling actions you
will see in a swim race and it is
an element of a race that is very
crucial to performance. Since it is
the first movement off each start
and turn it is a factor in developing
maximum speed quickly. A swimmer
with weak pullouts is basically
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playing catch-up after every
turn and has very little chance
of beating someone with equal
swimming ability.
Including pulling power
exercises in a swimmers strength
training program will teach these
muscles to generate force at a
faster rate, thus, increasing the
athletes total pulling power.
Increasing a swimmers pulling
power will assist their ability to
create more propulsion during each
stroke cycle. This will not only allow
a swimmer to increase their speed,
but also will assist in maintaining
proper body position and alignment
in the water. This applies to all four
strokes, regardless of the difference
in different stroking patterns.
One of my favorite ways to train
for more powerful breaststroke
pullout is the Overhead Medicine
Ball Toss (OMBT), which replicates
the breaststroke pullout closely. The
two movements are very similar.
This exercise may be utilized in two
ways. You may perform this exercise
with the goal of completing as
many reps as possible in a certain
time period (i.e., Work/time) when
working on power endurance. The
OMBT can also be performed with
the focus on generating as much
force as possible (i.e., Force x
Velosity) during each repetition
when working on raw power
development.
The following is an example
of a power development training
session focusing on the lower
body. The workout consists of 3, 4
exercise circuits. A 45 second rest
period is taken between the first
(the strength exercise) and second
(the power exercise) exercise of
each circuit. The movement of the
1st exercise should be controlled
on the eccentric portion (negative)
and a good tempo on the concentric
portion (positive) portion. The 2nd

exercise should always be fast and
explosive. The 3rd and 4th exercises
are not related to the power
exercises but are functional and
core exercises that are specific to
swimming.
Next is an example of power
endurance workout, where the
focus is to hold on to power for a
longer duration. The 45 second rest
period is eliminated to improve
power endurance. This particular
workout is focused on the pulling
muscles. The 4 exercise circuits
follow the same pattern and
concept from above.
These are just a few example
of the many training programs
and exercise that can be used
to increase power in the major
muscle groups used in swimming.
While building strength may benefit
the swimmer, adding exercises
that focus on speed, or applying
that strength quickly, gives more
specifically to the demands of the
sport. These exercises have been
integrated into all of our swimmer’s
strength training programs and
we have seen tremendous time
improvements during this time
period. If you have any more
questions regarding this topic you
may email Grif Fig at Grif@ihpfit.
com or visit www.ihpswim.com.
Grif Fig is co-founder of
IHPSWIM and also is the Director
of Education at the Institute of
Human Performance (IHP) where
he is a strength and conditioning
coach. He is also going into his
7th season as the Head Men’s and
Women’s swim coach at Spanish
River High School in Boca Raton,
FL. Grif is a Certified Strength
and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS)
through the National Strength and
Conditioning Association (NSCA) and
also has his USA Weightlifting Club
Coach Certification. To get more
information on this topic you can
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check out IHPSWIM’s latest DVD
titled LAPS: Functional Dryland
Training for Swimmers or email Grif
at Grif@ihpfit.com. 

BB Squat

3x5

Box Jumps

3x5

Band Swims

3 x 20

Stability Ball Rollouts

3 x 12

RDL

3x5

Reverse Scoop Toss

3x5

T-Stability Push-ups

3x5

Stability Ball Twisters

3 x 10

Lunges

3x5

Split Jumps

3x5

Recline Rope Pulls
Flexi Bar

3 x 10

3 x 30 seconds

Free Motion Rows

3x5

Explosive Rope Pulls

3x5

Stability Ball Bridges –
1 Leg

3 x 10

Hyperextensions

3 x 10

Free Motion Lat Pull

3x5

MB Slams

3x5

Hands on Medicine Ball
P – up

3 x 10

Reverse Hyperextensions 3 x 10
Bent Over DB Row

3x5

Rope Climb

3x5

Stability Ball Pike
Prone Bosu Streamline
Position

3 x 10
3 x 30s

Critical thinking
B y J i m F e rst l e

Modern technology provides
much more opportunity to get
information into the public
domain. We should use it.
Not long ago I included in the
daily summary a piece written
by South African sports scientist
Jonathan Dugas on how critical
thinking was necessary when
digesting research papers, studies in
sports science. The message being
that we can’t merely read things
and accept them as fact. Within
the last few weeks we’ve gotten
more examples of the necessity
of critical thinking when digesting
news reports.
The much anticipated Sports
Illustrated piece on Lance Armstrong
being one example and the just
breaking news on the process of
Alberto Contador’s clenbuterol
case. Today’s news summary will
have a response from Dr. Don Catlin
to the parts of the SI story on Lance
that feature Catlin, plus a number
of articles on what may or may not
be happening in the Contador case.
They both illustrate the complexity
of these stories, the need for lots of
information to understand what is
happening with these topics. Yet,
we live in a time when news and
gossip are dished out in sumptuous
portions. It’s nearly impossible to
keep up with the flow. As a result
many people simply read headlines,
skim articles for information, or
only go to information sources that

“package” the news in short, easy
to digest bits.
As a result most people
reading, listening, or watching the
information flow on the Contador
case probably came away with the
belief that a decision has been
reached in the case and now all
that’s left is the potentially time
consuming appeals process. But
because few understood how the
Spanish system worked, only a small
number picked up on the language
in some of the news bits that what
was being transmitted between
the Spanish Cycling Federation
and Contador was the federation’s
conclusions from the information
they had available to him. It was
reported than Contador has ten
days to appeal this “decision,”
when it now appears that he has ten
days to respond to the preliminary
conclusions of the Spanish
federation.
Now, you’ve probably already
said to yourself: “Too confusing.
I’ve read enough. He’s going to
get banned. Next please.” But
the story is more than simply what
happens to Contador. There are
many more issues here than merely
the fate of a cyclist. To their credit
some writers are already taking
up the “backstory,” the collateral
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issues raised by the case, which
may in the end be more important
than Contador’s fate. And all this is
an interesting commentary on the
state of world journalism, the drug
testing process and adjudication of
cases, and the complexity of it all.
Most of these stories will not
get the attention of the current
headlines speculating on Contador’s
fate, but they are equally if
not more important. In the SI
reporting, for example, as Dr.
Catlin points out in his response,
documents quoted in the article
have been asked for when the story
was being researched and after it
was published, but not only have
not been produced by the writers,
but also not by those who kept
the minutes of meetings. In the
internet age it is easy to include
copies of documents cited as
evidence in reports, some would
say critical to the credibility
of the piece. While there may
be legitimate reasons why this
wasn’t done in this instance—
confidentiality being one—i.e. if
the documents had notations or
identifying features that would
reveal the source who provided the
documents—it is essential that the
media be as transparent as they ask
those they are investigating to be.
Modern technology provides
much more opportunity to get
information into the public domain.
We should use it. It’s been said that
democracy relies on the strength of
informed people. Staying informed
is not a one-way street, it requires
the cooperation of both the
producers and the consumers.
And some critical thinking. 

Website posters’ anonymity
is being put to the test
B y J e ff S wiat e k / I nd y star . c o m
Some call anonymous online
posting an open invitation for
cyberbullies. Ban it, they argue, in
the name of civility.
Others say it’s a matter of
freedom of speech. Ban it, they
contend, and you hollow out a
fundamental American right.
All Paul Baylor knows is that
before he posts a comment on a
message board, he thinks twice.
“I say to myself,” ‘This could be
traced back.’”
The Anderson attorney figured
in one of the early cases of online
defamation in Indiana. He handled a
complaint by his father against the
operator of an Anderson website in
2008.
Since then, the issue has only
gotten gnarlier.
Online message boards have
proliferated in every city and
town, on campuses and even on
corporate websites. And they’re
typically dominated by unnamed or
pseudonym-toting commentators,
who often fire verbiage far over the
line of civilty, not to mention the
legally permitted.
The subjects of this virulent
discourse are fighting back.
A Marion County judge in
the past few weeks ordered two
newspaper-owned websites to hand
over identifying information about
the authors of pseudonymous online
posts.
The rulings came in a
defamation lawsuit filed by

a former chief executive of
Junior Achievement of Central
Indiana, who want the names of
the anonymous posters to The
Indianapolis Star’s and Indianapolis
Business Journal’s websites in order
to sue them for comments they
made about him.
The local case and other like it
raise tough questions for a society
that increasingly looks to the
Internet for its dose of daily gossip
and commentary – even-keeled and
not – that it once found in face-toface small talk and chatty phone
calls.
Some of the questions:
At what point does cracking
down on anonymous comment
threaten First Amendment freedom
of expression?
Why shouldn’t the right to
protect one’s reputation extend to
going after those who impugn you in
cyberspace, even using a cute nom
de plume?
Should the special protections
granted to news media extend
to the comment sections of their
websites? The sections are typically
the most popular Web destinations
in many communities.
Baylor, the Anderson attorney,
was one of the first to take on an
anonymous Web poster in Indiana.
He subpoenaed a company that ran
a comment section linked to the
Anderson Herald-Bulletin’s website,
seeking IDs of posters making
disparaging remarks about his
father, an insurance agent.

The judge ordered the
identifying information to be
handed over. The Baylors never
followed through but used the
information to rip off the mask of
anonymity of the poster.
“Anderson being a small town,
we kind of had an inkling of who it
was. And that person didn’t have
deep pockets,” and so wasn’t worth
suing, Baylor said. But he figures
his father more or less won, as
his lawsuit put a stop to the nasty
comments.
With anonymity the online
norm, it’s no surprise lawsuits are
popping up to try to unearth true
identities. (Typically plaintiffs
do that by acquiring the poster’s
Internet Protocol address from the
website operator. Then they go back
to the poster’s Internet provider to
get his or her real name, address or
phone number.)
“They are kind of moving in
a wave across the country,” said
David Ardia, director of the Citizen
Media Law Project at Harvard Law
School.
So far, Ardia said, judges
have tended to be reluctant to
let defamation actions proceed
against anonymous posters without
establishing legal standards that
must be met, such as proving the
identity can’t be obtained by other
means.
“Courts have generally said
it’s a valuable right to speak
anonymously, and one that
shouldn’t be given up easily.”
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In 2009, for instance, the
Maryland Court of Appeals ruled
that a news media-run website
being sued for defamation by a
Dunkin’ Donuts shop did not have to
reveal the identities of readers who
posted comments about the shop’s
cleanliness.
One thing is clear in such cases:
The federal Communications
Decency Act gives website operators
protections against being sued over
defamatory comments made by
posters.
But equally clear is that
courts haven’t granted such
wholesale protection to the posters
themselves.
“They are just as liable as
anyone else for their statements,”
even if made anonymously,
said Daniel Byron, an expert on
media law at Bingham McHale
in Indianapolis. “If it is a false
statement that injures someone
. . . then, yes, they would
be responsible” and open to
defamation charges, he said.
Online reader boards are
typically full of posts that veer
far beyond the bounds of civil
discourse: Racial and ethnic slurs.
Anti-religious rants.
Last month, an Indiana deputy
attorney general, Jeffrey Cox, was
fired for writing on a blog and on
Twitter that live ammunition should
be used against union supporters
protesting in Wisconsin.
Although defamation is often
easy enough to spot, what muddies
the legal waters are journalism
shield laws and other protections
given to news media outlets to
protect them from attempts to
expose sources.
The shield laws were written
years ago and had in mind the
old-fashioned way of sourcing

news: direct conversation or
correspondence between reporter
and source.
With the digital era upon us,
courts now have to crack this hard
nut: Are the popular, free-wheeling
public comment boards that news
outlets run also part of their
legitimate news-gathering efforts?
The Star thinks so.
In its 15-page brief to Superior
Court Judge S. K. Reid, Indiana’s
largest newspaper argued that
the state’s journalism shield law
prevents it from having to hand
over the identifying information
that former Junior Achievement CEP
Jeffrey Miller wants.
“The free exchange of
information and ideas on these
(online) forums, which The Star
instituted precisely to foster this
constitutionally protected speech,
will become severely chilled if
the public feels that they cannot
participate . . . without the risk
of being unmasked and, perhaps,
hauled into court should their
speech offend the wrong person,”
says the brief filed for The Star by
Jan Carroll, an attorney for Barnes
& Thornburg.
The Star hasn’t turned over
the sought-after identities of the
posters on its website and hasn’t
said whether it will appeal the
judge’s ruling.
The IBJ has turned over the
information. A third media outlet,
WRTV (Channel 6), is still fighting a
subpoena in Miller’s case.
Kevin Goldberg, legal counsel
for the American Society of News
Editors, said many media outlets
see value in going to battle over
being forced to release names of
anonymous posters, even they rack
up costly legal bills.
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“The nature of news is

changing. More and more, we are
seeing these people (anonymous
posters) really are becoming
sources” of legitimate news and
information, he said.
Newspapers and other news
outlets don’t want that source of
information to dry up under the
threat of defamation suits.
Anonymous posters themselves,
of course, are weighing in.
On The Star’s comment pages
last week, CafeRacer scoffed at
another poster, saying Reid’s ruling
will make people less likely to
comment on public issues.
“No. They’ll be less likely to
leave comments that are pure
speculation and outright lies. Not a
bad thing, really.”
News media must decide: “Do
they absorb the legal costs trying
to protect the freedom of speech
rights of that poster?” even if the
comment is defamatory, asked
Stephen Key, executive director of
the Hoosier State Press Association.
“It does put newspapers in kind of a
ticklish spot.”
A minority of newspapers
sidestep the sticky issue by
banning anonymous posters to their
websites.
The biggest to do so was the
Buffalo News last year.
“We became more and more
concerned about the tone of some
of the comments,” said Margaret
Sullivan, editor of the New York
newspaper, which has a daily
circulation of 178,000. “You got all
kinds of nasty, really hateful kinds
of things.”
What the News found was that
axing anonymity in favor of realname-only comments led to “much
higher-level comments,” she said.
One drawback: There are

many fewer of them. The News has
approved 3,700 people to comment
on its site, and they pipe up on the
comment boards far less often than
under the old system.
Even so, said Sullivan, “while
the volume is down significantly,
quality went up, and I’ll take that
any day. We are really pleased.”

Editors at The Dagger, an online
news site in Baltimore suburbs,
worried that posting to its lively
online comment board might drop
after the plaintiff in a defamation
suit forced The Dagger to turn
over information about anonymous
posters.

While allowing anonymity, most
newspapers and other news sites
use terms-of-use agreements to try
to enforce civility.
Users of The Star’s site
must agree they won’t “engage
in personal attacks, harass or
threaten, question the motives
behind others’ posts or comments,
deliberately inflame or disrupt
the conversation, or air personal
grievances about other users,”
among other things.

In January, The Dagger
prominently told its posters what
happened.
The result: “It hasn’t scared
people off” from posting,
contributing editor Aaron Cahall
said. “No one’s held back. I have
not seen an appreciable change in
comments, page views, interactions
on the site.” 

Systemic
Dysfunction

Should a ban on namelessness
become the new norm for news
outlets?

Reading a new book recently by
Richard Rubenstein, I came across
a quote I’m sure you will like
that exactly fits FINA.
Rubenstein’s definition of
systemic dysfunction is:

Robert Katz hopes not. The law
professor at the Indiana University
School of Law-Indianapolis thinks
newspapers and other news media
should continue to allow anonymous
posts on their websites in the name
of freedom of expression and robust
community debate.

“when the only people you have
available to fix something that has
gone wrong, are the same people
who made it go wrong in the first
place.”

The Star, like almost all mediarun online sites, also removes
offensive posts and allows readers
to report abuse of the terms of
service.

It’s connected to the mission
of a newspaper – to get information
out,” he said. “If you have
crackpots . . . people naturally
discount that. When you have
an open blog . . . people factor
that into their assessment of the
comments being posted.”
Maybe the concerns about a
crackdown on anonymous posting
are overwrought.
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A perfect description of FINA
governance.

Dressing for coaching success
B y Laura A . C o x , P h . D .
A g e G r o up C o ac h , A l a m o A r e a A quatics A ss o ciati o n N o rt h sid e
A ss o ciat e S ci e ntist, S o ut h w e st F o undati o n f o r B i o m e dica l R e s e arc h
S an A nt o ni o , T X
I had the honor and pleasure
of sitting down to lunch with
Coaches Peter Dalan, George Block
and Ingrid Dalan during the ASCA
convention. We wandered through
various swimming topics and landed
upon the topic of coaches’ dress
at the ASCA awards banquet the
previous evening. Coach Peter
Dalan commented on the number of
coaches receiving awards who stood
on the podium wearing shorts and
flip-flops. He was quite disappointed
by the number of young coaches
who did not understand the
importance of wearing attire
appropriate to the occasion. Many
of you know that Coach Dalan is
approaching his 90th birthday and
in spite of his incredibly successful
coaching career you may be
thinking that he’s from a different
era when society had different
values regarding attire.

to a collared shirt would change the
on-deck dynamic was crazy. Well,
that was the stance by all coaches
except Salomon, myself included.
After much lively discussion with
Salomon refusing to back down,
we agreed to run the experiment,
i.e. does a coach’s attire influence
swimmer and parent interactions
with the coach?
Of course everyone but
Salomon thought it would make
no difference, but all 8 age group
coaches agreed to run practices for
one week wearing collarless AAAA
team t-shirts and one week wearing
collared, team logo embroidered
AAAA shirts. This was mid-season
so the 2 weeks were very similar
regarding parent and swimmer
relationships with the coach;

However, our conversation
reminded me of an experiment we
conducted at AAAA Northside a few
years ago. During a weekly coaches
meeting, one of our age group
coaches, Salomon Soza, stated that
what a coach wore while coaching
influenced the interactions of
swimmers and parents with the
coach and thus influenced the
effectiveness of the coach.
Salomon is a graphic designer
in real life and we thought he was
confusing the world of advertising
with swimming. Age group coaches
always wear t-shirts on deck and
the idea that changing from a t-shirt
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there were no special events such
as fund raisers or championship
meets during either of the weeks.
In addition, only the age group
coaches knew the experiment was
being conducted.
Well, as most of us thought,
coaches’ attire had little if any
influence on swimmer-coach
interactions. Swimmers don’t care
what their coaches wear as long as
the coaches are on deck coaching
them.
It was a totally different story
with the parents. When coaches
wore t-shirts, parents interacted
with coaches as if they were high
schools kids hanging around on
deck; parents tried to talk to
the coach and their child during

It’s a simple fact
that most people
will judge you by
your “cover”.

practice and frequently interrupted
coaches when the coach was
replying to parent questions after
practice. In contrast, when coaches
wore collared shirts, parents
addressed them with respect;
parents did not try to interrupt
practice and did not interrupt
coaches during discussions. The
difference was dramatic.
You may ask “why do I care how
parents interact with me during and
after practices? It’s the swimmers
I care about.” Well, think about
swimmer-parent conversations
during the drive home after swim
practice. Does the parent say
positive, respectful things about
the swimmer’s coach? Or does the
parent make comments about the
coach, either stating or implying,
that the parent does not respect
the coach? Now think about the
next practice session with that

swimmer. Which of those parentswimmer conversations is going
to help you build the swimmercoach bond? My guess is that if
we extended the timeline of the
experiment we would have seen a
shift in coach-swimmer interactions
for some children.
It’s a simple fact that most
people will judge you by your
“cover”. Do you want adults to
treat you like a high school kid
who hangs around the pool or do
you want them to treat you like
a professional coach? The results
from our little experiment indicate
that if you want parents of your
swimmers to treat you with respect
then you need to dress the part on
the pool deck, at the parent board
meetings and when you’re out in
your community. When you’re out in
public wearing your team logo you
are representing yourself AND your

team AND your sport. If you don’t
believe our experimental results,
please try it with your own swim
club.
Hopefully by this point in the
article a word is sticking in your
mind... respect.
The flip side of this story is
that how you dress demonstrates
your respect for others. You respect
your swimmers and their parents
by being professional and how you
dress conveys your professionalism.
And you show respect for yourself,
your club and your colleagues
by dressing appropriately for an
occasion. So next time you attend
a swimming hall of fame ceremony
make Coach Dalan proud that you
are his colleague by showing some
respect. 

Coach Representation on the FINA Bureau….

VOTE WITH THE FINA PRESIDENT!
B y J o h n L e o nard , A m e rican S wi m m ing C o ac h e s A ss o ciati o n
and W o r l d S wi m m ing C o ac h e s A ss o ciati o n E x e cutiv e D ir e ct o r .
The FINA Bureau Meeting
of January 27-28 in Frankfurt,
Germany, saw a remarkable shift in
opinion on the topic above…..being
the inclusion of a Professional Coach
on the FINA Bureau in it’s coming
iterations, with voice but no vote.

...in a sport dominated by
professional athletes and
coached by Professional
Coaches, the input from
one of those professional
coaches cannot be anything
but a wonderful assistance
to the volunteers of the
FINA Bureau.

The measure, proposed by USASwimming and other federations,
lost by a vote of 17-4…BUT,
voting with the four, was the FINA
PRESIDENT Julio Maglione.
This vote simply means that
the Bureau will recommend that
this motion not be adopted by the
FINA Congress in it’s meetings on
the FINA Constitution, this July
in Shanghai. As we saw with the
swimsuit rules, sometimes, when
the cause is good, the Federations
will NOT support the Bureau
recommendations, but instead, vote
for the right result.
And surely in a sport
dominated by professional athletes
and coached by Professional
Coaches, the input from one of
those professional coaches cannot
be anything but a wonderful
assistance to the volunteers of the
FINA Bureau.
(One should note that the same
FINA Bureau, at the same meeting,
approved a measure to include the
selected chair of the FINA Athletes
Commission, as a member of the
new Bureau, with voice but no vote.
Why is an athlete approved, but a
coach not?)

This leaves all of us, as
professional coaches in the
powerful position of urging our
Federations to VOTE WITH THE
FINA PRESIDENT in July, and add a
professional coach to the Bureau,
alongside the athlete.
A more important principle also
arises here…..neither athletes nor
coaches need their representative
selected by the FINA Bureau.
Athletes and Coaches are fully
mature enough to VOTE for their
representatives on the ATHLETES
and COACHES Committees. My
hope is that a number of nations
will seek to amend the measure
on the floor of the Congress to an
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ELECTION, rather than a SELECTION
of representatives of the most
important parts of our sport…our
athletes and our coaches. Please,
let’s make it so!
Let us work from now through
July, to persuade our respective
national federations to VOTE WITH
THE FINA PRESIDENT and put a
coach on the FINA Bureau.
Nothing is more important to
the future success of our sport.

John Leonard
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“We All Grow Up in Different Rooms”
B y J o h n L e o nard

Recently I sat for a soft drink
with a great South African track
coach in Pretoria. We began talking
about the different perceptions that
young people grow up with in the
world, particularly with relationship
to various sports. He told me the
following story that he had learned
at a seminar.
“There was an experiment
where multiple litters of kittens
were born into an environment
where there were nothing but
Vertical stripes on every surface.

They matured in that environment
for about 6 months.
When they were turned loose
into the real world environment,
they bumped into everything that
they saw on a horizontal plane,
like drunken humans…wobbling,
weaving, unable to gain their
natural balance and grace. It took a
long time before they could “see”
the way the real world really is.”
When I asked him what he
took from that, he paused and
said…..”We All Grow Up In Different
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Rooms…of one sort or another.”
Young people’s attitudes
towards sport and sportsmanship
depend on what “room” they
grew up in. Adults views of what
democratic function depends on
what “room” they learned their
form of the representation of the
word “democracy” in.
And it takes all of us a bit of
time to regain our grace in the
“new world” when we find ourselves
there. 
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